Using functional methods and the eikbnal model, the leading s-dependence of elastic scattering in a modified G3 theory is discussed. An approximate evaluation of ladder or tower graphs and certain nonplanar graphs reveals strong cancellations.
In view of the striking constancy of the total cross section for pp scattering, as evidenced by the recent ISR experiments', it may be worthwhile to describe a field-theoretic mechanism which can remove the Cheng-Wu2 'and Chang-Yan3 prediction of aT -Qn2s for large energies. This cancellation phenomena which keeps the multiperipheral graphs from saturating the Froissart bound4 has been demonstrated in great detail by using a completely different approach5. In this brief note we will use functional methods and the eikonal approximation to sum the leading log s dependence of all tower graphs and nonplanar checkerboard graphs. Further details will appear elsewhere6.
For the purposes at hand, we will adopt a hybrid theory, one midway between the massive photon QED and the simple $I~ models used in references 2 and 3 respectively. A scalar nucleon field 21) with sources 7 and 5, a neutral vector meson (NVM) field WP with source k , and a scalar pion field r with P source j are introduced and the interaction Lagrangian is written as All self-interactions will be neglected and only the eikonal-like graphs with
NVMs being exchanged between a pair of scattering nucleons will be retained.
However, all virtual pion exchanges between the NVMs will be kept. As in simpler eikonal models7, it is assumed that the vector meson exchanges eikonalize, carrying with them the composite substructures created by pion exchange in all possible ways, between all possible NVMs.
As in other similar treatments*, the generating functional appropriate to this theory is defined in terms of c-number sources j, kP, n , and 17 : If the closed nucleon loops and the closed NVM loops are removed, then Z reduces to the simpler form
Expressions for all physical processes of interest can be obtained by appropriate functional differentiation of Z. In particular, the configuration space scattering amplitude for a pair of nucleons (assumed distinguishable to avoid the necessary symmetrization) is given by9
A somewhat more convenient form follows if all groups in which a NVM is emitted and absorbed by the same nucleon are dropped: 
and Pl+P2-Pi + Pi3 q2 = (P,-Pi)2 = -t > 0. The source currents F are given by 
where
Summing over all r except r = 0, which is a disconnected graph corresponding to the second s-channel iterate of ixl, yields 22 ix2(b,s) = -2& d qd 2 iqsb a2(q) (s/so) A2 a2 (q)/8n -1 .
1
For large b, which is most sensitive to small q, the trajectory o2 may be expanded as and -q2c$ (0) 3 ix2= -Qnsa/so (s,so)ao-IL e-cb2iQn(s'so) )
where @O = 1+ A2 a2 (0)/8n a = c = 2n/A20!90) .
If this result is used in Eq. (6), one finds that the Froissart bound is saturated.
Once it is understood that the source of the leading s dependence is the set of nested ladder graphs, it is possible to devise a simple functional approach which reproduces the same result. 
where u* = u3 & uo. These steps mirror the detailed graphical analysis. The ordering of the pion momenta produces a factor of Qnr(s/so)/r! whose coefficient is independent of the relative position along either NVM line. Precisely this dependence is produced by the replacement given by Eq. (16) with its exponential structure providing the factor l/r! The correct Qns/so dependence and its coefficient follow from the replacement (17) and (18).
Let us now turn to the problem of computing x, for n 2 3. Unfortunately, an analytical evaluation of Eq. (11) is not possible. This problem has been discussed in reference 5 where upper and lower bounds were derived for' each value of n. In this paper we will use the functional approach to derive results in a simple and transparent manner which are not exact but which lie between the rigorous limits. The consequences of a leading-log factor 5 Qnr(s/so) (for the exchange of r pions between n NVM lines), multiplied by appropriate coefficients 02(qi + qi) (assumed independent of position along any NVM line), combined with an obvious statistical factor (representing the number of ways of selecting pure ladder graphs of this form) may be reproduced by the equivalent functional replacements of Eqs. (16), (17) and (18) To illustrate our final result, we make the simplifying assumption that the q2 dependence of cr2 can be neglected. This is a reasonable assumption since each qQ integral has a convergence factor of (qi + m 2 -' and each ol,(q2 Therefore there is almost complete cancellation and rather than behaving as the Froissart bound, 2 Qn2s, the total cross section falls as a power of s.
Further, it is easy to see that if Cn is not given by Eq. (21) but is given by a smooth function of n, the total cross section still falls as Eq. (24).
One may expect that certain of our results are quite independent of specific details and approximations used in this model. In par titular , the strong cancellations exhibited between higher order nonplanar graphs should be a general property of relativistic theories.
Consequently, multiregge models which do not contain the nonplanar graphs required by unitarity cannot be trusted at very large energies. One cannot rule out the possibility that such theories are accidentally accurate at intermediate energies.
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